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Current Economic Conditions

• Unprecedented credit freeze
– “We have not in our lifetime dealt with a financial crisis of this severity and 

unpredictability." – United States Treasury Secretary Henry M. Paulson, Jr. in 
testimony before the House Committee on Financial Services, November 18, 
2008

– 82% of the 375 executives attending KPMG’s 20th annual Insurance Industry 
Conference said that they expect the credit crisis to have a significantly or 
extremely negative impact on 2009 performance

• Recessionary environment
– National Bureau of Economic Research announced that the U.S. is in a recession 

that began in December 2007
– “The likely duration of the financial turmoil is difficult to judge, and thus the 

uncertainty surrounding the economic outlook is unusually large. But even if 
the functioning of financial markets continues to improve, economic conditions 
will probably remain weak for a time.” - Federal Reserve Chairman Ben S. 
Bernanke in a speech at the Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce, Austin, 
Texas, December 1, 2008

– A survey by CFO Magazine showed nearly 60% of U.S. CFOs believe the 
recovery won’t begin before 4Q 2009 and 40% believe it won’t begin before 
2010 

• Soft markets continue across many lines of business
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Asset Side Capital Strain

• Significant reduction in valuations across numerous asset classes:
– Real estate

– Equities

– MBS and other structured securities 

– Corporate and municipal bonds

– Private equity holdings

• Fitch has stated that balance sheet pressures for insurance 
companies are becoming more severe as insurers experience 
greater unrealized market value losses and take impairments on 
their investment portfolios

• A number of publicly traded insurers and mutual insurers 
reported significant investment losses in 3Q 2008 as a result of
impairments and lower yields on fixed maturity investments
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Liability Side Capital Strain

• Guaranteed Minimum features (life and annuity companies)
– Various guarantees under variable annuities may be a significant

factor for some companies
– Increased liabilities as a result of downturn in equity markets
– Fitch estimates that capital needed to support the variable annuity 

business has increased in 2008 by up to $15 billion 
– Increased cost of hedging guaranteed minimum benefit liabilities

• Mortgage guaranty insurance (property and casualty companies)
– Increase in claims as a result of increase in defaults

• U.S. foreclosure filings increased 71% in Q3 2008 as compared to same 
period in 2007

• Catastrophe coverage
– Catastrophe losses in Q1 2008 reached the highest level for any first 

quarter since 1994, and catastrophe losses for the first six months of 
2008 were approximately $1.6 billion more than for the 12 months of 
2007
• Losses caused by severe floods in the Midwest and record-breaking tornado 

activity, severe hail and wind damage
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Rating Agency Concerns 

• Ratings overall in the insurance industry experiencing downward pressure
– Currently A.M. Best maintains a negative rating outlook for the U.S. life & health 

industry, noting that uncertainty regarding the economy, real estate values, interest 
rates, equity markets and liquidity will impact insurers’ balance sheet strength and 
operating performance in the near-term

– In second half of 2008, both S&P and Fitch changed their outlooks to negative from 
stable for certain sectors of the U.S. P&C industry

– Moody’s has changed its outlook for the overall life insurance industry to negative 
from stable

• Effects of rating downgrades:
– Lost business
– Defaults, imposition of collateral requirements under reinsurance contracts
– Defaults under other agreements (e.g., credit agreements)
– Surrenders, withdrawals, etc.
– Pressure to raise capital through reinsurance, asset sales, sale of minority interest in 

intermediate stock holding company, surplus note issuance, merger or other means in 
environment where capital may be hard to raise

– Increased cost of borrowing
– Limited ability to obtain reinsurance
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Government Intervention and Programs 

• Extraordinary government intervention and capital 
funding initiatives:

– Banks

– Investment banks

– Insurance companies

• TARP Program (initial program and subsequent 
Capital Purchase Plan (CPP) initiatives): 

– Participation by insurance companies

– NAIC activity

• Expectation of more Federal involvement / regulation
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Capital Raising by Mutual Insurance Companies

• Inability to issue capital stock
• Surplus Notes 

– Statutory treatment as surplus but taxed as debt
– Junior to all general creditors and policyholders 

• Senior to membership interests and may be senior to other surplus notes

– Payments of interest and principal are subject to regulatory approval
• No interest on interest
• Regulator may consider objective ratios as guide for approval
• Mutual typically agrees to use “best efforts” to obtain approval

– Pooling of surplus notes

• Senior Debt
• Access to Government-Sponsored Capital Programs 
• Securities issued by downstream subsidiary

– Potential to issue senior debt, trust preferred, preferred and equity
• If issuance involves voting securities, determine whether Form A required 

– Subsidiary could be an insurer or non-insurer affiliate
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Capital Raising by Mutual Holding Companies

• An estimated 35+ companies are organized as mutual holding companies 
• MHC structure for insurance companies has been in existence for ~14 years and is 

authorized by statute in 29 states and the District of Columbia
• In MHC structure, membership interests reside at the holding company level; the 

holding company generally owns capital stock in an intermediate holding company, 
which in turn owns stock in one or more insurance company subsidiaries

• Surplus Notes
• Flexibility provided by MHC structure

– Various securities may be issued from intermediate holding company
• Senior Notes
• Trust Preferred
• Preferred Stock

– Determine whether Form A filing required
• Common Stock

– Determine whether Form A filing required
• Access to Government-Sponsored Capital Programs
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Reinsurance Strategies for P&C Insurers

• Quota Share of blocks of business
– Ceding commission reflects future embedded value

• Side cars
– Cede quota share of block to special purpose reinsurer (SPR)

• SPR funded by issuing equity and/or debt to third party investors

• Offering proceeds deposited in collateral trust for benefit of cedent

– Sponsor may retain equity interest in SPR

• Cat Bonds
– Similar structure to side car

• Reinsurance on an excess of loss basis

• Run-off 
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Reinsurance Strategies for Life Insurers

• Quota share of blocks
– Similar techniques used for P&C insurers
– Reinsurance of variable annuity riders

• Modco surplus relief
– Transfer of risk on the block to reinsurer
– Surplus relief reduces over time
– Risk charge is paid on size of the outstanding surplus relief reserve

• Regulatory reserve transactions
– XXX and AXXX

• Currently an unfunded market (i.e. Letters of Credit)

– Recourse transactions present concerns for mutual insurance 
companies
• Recourse transactions may be completed by MHCs

– Non-recourse transactions
• Potential option for mutual insurance companies 
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Market Overview

• Rating agency and capital strain issues may drive 
M&A activity in 2009

• Companies with cash, access to credit and capital and 
having strong records of performance may enjoy 
significant opportunities

• TARP funding availability may effectively provide 
acquisition financing

• Strategic re-alignment and need for capital may 
cause weaker companies to seek subsidiary sales and 
sales of books of business (run-off & non run-off)

• Insolvency risk / opportunity overlay to M&A activities
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Mutual to Mutual Mergers 

• Strong companies acquiring weaker ones (those with excess 
capital and low operating leverage acquiring less well-capitalized 
mutuals)

• Peer company mergers among healthy companies can also yield 
benefits in increased scale, synergies, costs savings

• Key issues:
– Social (surviving company, location of headquarters, board 

composition, employees)

– Fairness to members of each company

– Regulatory approvals (politics; state by state regulatory 
idiosyncrasies)

– Member approvals

– Rating agency perceptions

• Key consideration for both companies is retaining mutuality (both 
parties comfortable with mutual form and want to continue it)
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MHC Mergers (Including MHC Mergers 
with Mutuals)

• There have been several noteworthy MHC to MHC mergers

• MHC to MHC mergers present an opportunity to combine MHCs 
yet retain existence/identity of downstream insurance companies;
can be helpful in resolving certain social issues

• MHC may be able to merge with a mutual: 

– Mutual converts to MHC form immediately prior to the merger 
transaction (so technically becomes MHC to MHC merger)

– Law of state of domicile governs whether the mutual can convert to 
MHC form

– Where domicile state does not permit MHC conversion, 
redomestication to the MHC’s state may be possible 

• Many of the same issues / advantages for participants in a mutual 
to mutual merger exist in combinations involving MHCs
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Sponsored Demutualizations 

• Stock companies or mutual companies with access to cash can acquire a 
mutual through a “sponsored” demutualization

• The acquired mutual company converts to stock form as part of an overall plan 
of conversion and acquisition

• Policyholders of the mutual relinquish their membership interests in exchange 
for cash, equity in the sponsoring company and/or policyholder credits

• The mutual becomes a subsidiary company of the sponsor or is merged into an 
entity of the sponsor

• Key issues: 
– Fairness to policyholders / allocation issues
– Social issues
– Regulatory approvals
– Member approval
– Protection of the board of directors / discharging fiduciary duties
– Closed block to protect dividend expectations of policyholders (life companies 

only)
– Loss of mutuality for acquired mutual

• There are a number of examples of such transactions
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JV / Affiliation Transactions / Pooling 
Structures 

• Joint ventures can take many forms and have a variety of purposes
– Can be purely contractual or involve equity ownership in a Newco
– Can facilitate new revenue sources through new products, product line 

extensions, new geographical markets, ancillary revenue streams
– Can result in shared back office, shared services, shared distribution, other 

savings

• Common joint venture issues: 
– Shared vision / commitment of both organizations is essential
– Scope of business activities / keeping non-JV activities unrestricted
– Exit rights and wind-down provisions
– Governance provisions and blocking rights
– Antitrust
– Human resource issues / branding / shared resources (facilities, intellectual 

property, information technology, infrastructure, etc.)

• Affiliation and Pooling arrangements can be used to achieve certain synergies 
and diversify risk profile; identities of parties are retained
– Pooling generally is structured as mutual indemnity reinsurance arrangements 

of specific business at agreed percentage
– Board overlap
– Services agreements
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Strategic Divestitures; Strategic 
Outsourcing 

• Companies with capital issues should carefully review 
business to determine what are “strategic” versus 
“non-strategic” businesses and assets

• Consider sales of subsidiaries, blocks of business or 
appreciated assets

• A number of companies are reducing headcount and 
related costs, as well as capital spending on 
infrastructure, through strategic outsourcing 
arrangements – this can better position the company 
to preserve capital position in future years
– Claims administration

– IT function

– Other functional areas
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Private Equity 

• Private equity players still have significant undeployed cash
• Other than a few specialized, insurance industry-focused firms, private equity 

players historically have not been major players in acquisitions of / investments in 
insurance companies

– Regulatory regime, inability to deploy significant amounts of leverage, uneven cash flows
– Private equity has been more active in insurance services, brokerage (less regulated aspects 

of the insurance industry)

• Meltdown of debt markets and general market dislocations may make P/E more open 
to equity investments in the industry; traditional LBOs currently are difficult to 
achieve
– However, some private equity investments in the insurance industry have been 

underperforming, which may make it more difficult to attract private equity 
– MHC structure may make liquidity more difficult for private equity investors

• Advantages of private equity investment include speed of funding and the expertise 
and other benefits of having a professional investor

• Minority investments from a private equity investor may be possible through a 
newly-formed downstream stock subsidiary or potentially through an intermediate 
holding company of an MHC
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Related Problem -- Dissident Members / 
Member Groups 

• Dissident member organizing activity can arise in various 
situations:
– Response to proposed strategic transactions
– Response to decision to maintain status quo as a mutual

• Dissident members can seek a variety of remedies:
– Block a transaction
– Initiate a transaction
– Elect competing slate of directors
– Modify articles or bylaws
– Possibly related to the above, seek business information or member 

lists

• Preventative measures / defensive actions companies may take: 
– Periodically review governance structure
– Monitor policyholder base, websites, critics
– Maintain good relationships with key agents, trade groups, other

constituencies 
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Target Programs 

• Capital Purchase Program

• Asset Purchase 

• Temporary Liquidity Guaranty Program

• Commercial Paper Funding Facility
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Capital Purchase Program 

• Eligible Institutions
– Must be regulated as a bank holding company or S&L holding 

company
• Trend of insurers purchasing troubled thrifts to gain access to the CPP

• Non-public company term sheet
– Treasury purchases perpetual preferred stock and warrant on 

preferred stock from ultimate holding company
• MHC may be able to qualify using its intermediate holding company
• Mutuals may face challenges

– Potentially issue perpetual surplus notes and related warrant 

– Amount of issuance equal to 1-3% of risk-weighted assets
• Application of RWA concept to insurers

– Executive compensation rules
• Deductibility of payments exceeding $500,000
• Golden parachute payments

– Potential board appointments
– Potential dividend restrictions 
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Asset Purchase 

• The Emergency Economic Stabilization Act focused on 
asset purchases

• Eligible institutions include insurers 

• Eligible assets 

– Mortgage-related securities

– Treasury has the discretion to expand the class of 
eligible securities

• Treasury has been unclear regarding its intent to use 
the asset program

– Citigroup investment package included asset purchases
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Temporary Guaranty Liquidity Program 

• FDIC guarantees debt of participating institutions for 
up to 3 years

• Eligible institutions 

– Insurer must own a depository institution

– FDIC must approve participation

• FDIC has approved institutions other than banks, such as 
GE Capital Corp
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Commercial Paper Funding Facility 

• Special purpose vehicle funded by NY Fed purchases 
commercial paper

– Eligible issuers

– Eligible CP

• Rating requirement

• Asset-backed and corporate CP accepted

– Interest rate disparity 

• Limitation on amount of CP purchased
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BRIAN J. FAHRNEY  
Partner  

Chicago   
312.853.2066 
312.853.7036 Fax 
bfahrney@sidley.com 

PRACTICES 
• M&A and Private Equity  
• Securities  
• Insurance 
• Mutual Insurance Companies 

ADMISSIONS & CERTIFICATIONS 
• U.S. District Court, N.D. of Illinois - General, 1992  
• Illinois, 1992 

EDUCATION 
• Northwestern University School of Law 

(J.D., 1992)  
• University of Wisconsin 

(B.B.A., 1988)  

BRIAN J. FAHRNEY is a partner practicing insurance, corporate and securities law in the firm's Chicago office. His principal areas of expertise are mergers and 
acquisitions, corporate finance and complex corporate transactions, with particular emphasis in the insurance and financial services industries. Mr. Fahrney has 
represented both acquirors and sellers in a wide variety of public and private merger and acquisition transactions.  He also regularly represents underwriters and 
issuers in a variety of public and private securities offerings, including initial public offerings.  

Mr. Fahrney regularly represents mutual insurance companies in M&A activities and in mutual-to-stock conversions.  He has advised on more than a dozen 
mutual holding company and demutualization transactions, including the respresentation of AmerUs Life, an Iowa life insurer company, in the first mutual 
insurance holding company reorganization and related IPO ever completed in the U.S.   

Recent transactions on which Mr. Fahrney has advised include:  

• Representing professional liability insurer PICA Group in its sponsored demutualization transaction with ProAssurance (pending);  

• Represented a special committee of Nationwide Financial Services, Inc. (NFS) in connection with the acquisition by NFS of the Gartmore mutual fund complex 
from an affiliated entity for $220 million;  

• Sale by GE of its Corporate Card Services business to American Express in a transaction valued at $2.1 billion; 
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BRIAN J. FAHRNEY 

• Sale by GE of Medical Protective Company (GE’s professional liability insurance company) to Berkshire Hathaway for $825 million;  

• Represented Cabela’s Inc. in its $180 million initial public offering and $270 million secondary stock offering; 

• Represented various underwriters in SEC-registered common stock offerings for small and mid-cap property and casualty insurers CRM Holdings, North
Pointe Group, Hallmark Financial Services, Inc., Affirmative Insurance, Enstar Group, Employers Mutual (EMC Insurance Group) and United Fire &
Casualty.    

Mr. Fahrney is a Certified Public Accountant and was an Associate Articles Editor of the Northwestern University Law Review. He currently is Co-Editor of the Sidley
Insurance and Financial Services Report, a semi—annual publication of Bowne Printing Company, on matters of interest to participants in the insurance, banking and
financial services industries.  

Mr. Fahrney serves on the Board of Directors of Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Metropolitan Chicago and is a member of the Chicago Council on Global Relations. 
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JONATHAN L. FREEDMAN  
Partner  

New York    
212.839.6782   
212.839.5599 Fax   
jfreedman@sidley.com 

PRACTICES 
• Insurance  
• M&A and Private Equity  
• Securities 

AREAS OF FOCUS 
• Insurance M&A  
• Risk Transfer and Insurance Securitization  
• SEC Disclosure  
• Securities Regulatory Aspects of Transactional Work  
• Securities Regulatory Compliance Counseling 

ADMISSIONS & CERTIFICATIONS 
• New York, 1982 

EDUCATION 
• Georgetown University Law Center 

(J.D., 1981)  
• Columbia University 

(A.B., 1978, magna cum laude)  

JONATHAN FREEDMAN’s practice focuses on transactional matters in the insurance industry, including capital markets transactions, mergers and acquisitions, 
and securitizations involving insurance companies. 

In his capital markets practice, Mr. Freedman represents issuers, underwriters, initial purchasers and placement agents in public offerings, 144A transactions and 
private placements. His mergers and acquisitions practice focuses on negotiated transactions involving both public and private companies in the insurance 
industry. He recently represented a large insurance private equity fund in its acquisition of the worldwide reinsurance business of a large, multinational insurer. 
With respect to securitizations, Mr. Freedman has been involved in many of the most innovative transactions recently completed in which insurance company 
cash flows are securitized.  

MEMBERSHIPS & AFFILIATIONS 
• Section of Business Law, American Bar Association 
• Insurance Law Committee, New York City Bar 
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MICHAEL P. GOLDMAN  
Partner  

Chicago    
312.853.4665   
312.853.7036 Fax   
mgoldman@sidley.com 

 

PRACTICES 
• Insurance  
• M&A and Private Equity  
• Structured Finance and Securitization 

AREAS OF FOCUS 
• Insurance Company Formation and Reorganization  
• Insurance Company Investment Strategies  
• Insurance Corporate Finance  
• Insurance Insolvency  
• Insurance M&A  
• Insurance Regulatory  
• Insurance Regulatory and Structuring Advice  
• Life Accumulation and Life Settlement Programs  
• Private Equity and Joint Ventures  
• Risk Transfer and Insurance Securitization 

ADMISSIONS & CERTIFICATIONS 
• U.S. District Court, N.D. of Illinois - General, 1985  
• Illinois, 1985 

EDUCATION 
• Loyola University Chicago School of Law 

(J.D., 1985)  
• University of Illinois 

(B.S., 1982)  

MICHAEL P. GOLDMAN is a partner in the firm's Chicago office and co-Chair of the firm's Insurance and Financial Services Group. His practice focuses on the 
corporate representation of insurance companies and other insurance entities, with a focus on acquisitions, divestitures and corporate reorganizations (including 
demutualization and mutual holding company conversions); the formation, capitalization and corporate financing of insurance companies and related ventures; 
the regulation of insurance holding company systems; the regulation of insurance company investment practices, including the use of derivative instruments and 
strategies; the structure and regulation of alternative risk financing mechanisms and complex reinsurance arrangements, including insurance securitization and 
derivatives, loss portfolio transfers and commutations; the structure of unique marketing and insurance distribution systems; and captive insurance companies, 
risk retention groups and other alternative market mechanisms. His practice also involves the representation of investment banks, commercial banks, private 
equity funds, investment advisors, derivatives dealers and other sectors of the financial services industry, with respect to insurance company relationships and 
transactions.  
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MICHAEL P. GOLDMAN 

Among his professional accomplishments, Mr. Goldman represented the first Illinois domestic mutual insurance company to demutualize under Illinois’ current
demutualization statute, and he served as the Hearing Officer in connection with the largest mutual holding company conversion filed under Illinois’ conversion
statute. Additionally, Mr. Goldman has represented various clients in connection with the private placement of insurance-linked securities, and he authored the
National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) statutory accounting rules for insurance futures and options. Finally, his article "A Regulatory
Overview of the Insurance Industry’s Use of OTC Derivatives" was published in the May/June 1996 edition of Derivatives (Tax/Regulation/Finance); his chapter
"Legal and Regulatory Issues Affecting Insurance Derivatives and Securitization" was included in the textbook Securitized Insurance Risk: Strategic Opportunities for
Insurers and Investors; and his articles "Reinsurance in the Context of Insurance Company M&A Transactions: A Practical Overview" and "Reinsurance in the
Context of Insurance Company M&A Transactions: Revisited” were published in the Spring 2004 edition and the Fall 2007 edition of the Journal of Reinsurance
respectively. 

Mr. Goldman has been appointed to industry advisory and technical resource committees to various NAIC Task Forces and regularly provides counsel to the
Illinois Department of Insurance regarding emerging insurance regulatory issues. He has written numerous articles relating to the financial, invested asset and
general regulation of insurance companies and is a frequent speaker and moderator on specific issues relating to the insurance industry. Most recently, Mr.
Goldman was a featured speaker in Beijing, China, at the China Insurance Regulatory Commission's (CIRC) May, 2006 International Seminar on the Amendment
of Insurance Law in China, where he testified as a "foreign expert" on the Regulation of Insurance Company Operations in the United States. 

Mr. Goldman has been recognized by clients and fellow lawyers as a "Leading Lawyer" in the field of insurance (transactional & regulatory) by Chambers USA-
America’s Leading Business Lawyers (2003-2008), the International Who’s Who of Insurance & Reinsurance Lawyers (2003) and Who’s Who Legal – Illinois 2006 and 2008.
Mr. Goldman graduated with high honors from the University of Illinois with a Bachelor of Science degree in Accountancy and became a Certified Public
Accountant in 1982. He received his Juris Doctor degree, with honors, from Loyola University of Chicago School of Law and was admitted to the Illinois Bar in
1985. 

 MEMBERSHIPS & AFFILIATIONS 
• Member and past Chair of the Insurance Companies Committee and Regulatory Liaison Subcommittee of the Illinois CPA Society  
• Chicago Bar Association, Insurance and Corporate Law Committees  
• American Bar Association, Tort and Insurance Practice and Business Law Sections; committee on insurance company investments, former vice-chair;

subcommittee on subsidiary and affiliate investments, former chair 
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SEAN M. KEYVAN  
Partner  

Chicago    
312.853.4660   
312.853.7036 Fax   
skeyvan@sidley.com 

 

PRACTICES 
• Insurance  
• M&A and Private Equity 

AREAS OF FOCUS 
• Insurance Company Formation and Reorganization  
• Insurance Company Investment Strategies  
• Insurance Corporate Finance  
• Insurance M&A  
• Insurance Regulatory  
• Insurance Regulatory and Structuring Advice  
• International Insurance  
• Life Accumulation and Life Settlement Programs  
• Private Equity and Venture Capital Funds 

ADMISSIONS & CERTIFICATIONS 
• U.S. District Court, N.D. of Illinois - General, 1997  
• Illinois, 1995 

EDUCATION 
• Boston University School of Law 

(J.D., 1995)  
• Northwestern University 

(B.A., 1992)  

SEAN M. KEYVAN is a partner in the Chicago, Illinois office of Sidley and co-head of Sidley's Insurance M&A sub-practice group. Mr. Keyvan’s practice is 
focused on a variety of corporate and regulatory matters relating to the insurance and financial services industry, including the representation of insurance 
companies and other insurance and financial service entities in connection with domestic and cross-border mergers, acquisitions, divestitures, joint ventures and 
corporate reorganizations, including acquisitions and divestitures of books of insurance business through reinsurance, renewal rights and other alternative 
transaction structures; the formation, capitalization and corporate financing of insurance companies and related ventures; insurance company holding company 
system regulation; insurance company investment activities; the regulation of insurance producers, agencies and other distribution systems; the structure and 
regulation of alternative and novel risk financing mechanisms and complex reinsurance arrangements.  Mr. Keyvan's practice also involves the representation of 
investment banks, commercial banks, finance companies, private equity funds, investment advisors, derivatives dealers and other sectors of the financial services 
industry with respect to insurance company relationships and transactions.  
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Recent transactions on which Mr. Keyvan has advised include: 

Insurance M&A:  

• Represented American International Group, Inc. in the sale of its credit life business operations to AEGON.  

• Represented General Electric in the sale of its auto warranty insurance companies and business to Wachovia Corporation.  

• Represented American International Group, Inc. in its acquisition of GE Edison Life Insurance Company and GE’s U.S. auto and home business, a transaction
valued at approximately $2.2 Billion.  

• Represented General Electric in its sale of Medical Protective Company (GE’s professional liability insurance company) to Berkshire Hathaway.  

• Represented American International Group, Inc. in its acquisition of Royal & Sun Alliance’s Japanese insurance operations.  

• Represented Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company in the sale of its personal lines insurance business to Unitrin, Inc..  

Finance Companies:  

• Represented General Electric in the sale of its corporate credit card business to American Express, a transaction with a total enterprise value of approximately
$2.2 Billion.  

• Represented General Electric in its sale of its SBA loan portfolio and business to Merrill Lynch Bank USA and Bank of the West.  

Private Equity/Fund Formation:  

• Represented Swiss Re in its investment in Life Insurance Fund Elite, LLC and its joint venture with InsCap Management LLC as co-manager of the fund.  

• Represented Silver Creek Capital in its investment in IR Holding, Ltd, the holding company for St. James Re Limited, a newly formed Bermuda reinsurer.  

• Represented AIG Global Investment Group in the formation of AIG PineStar Capital LP, a private equity fund of funds, and the acquisition by PineStar of a
portfolio of approximately 150 private equity interests from Dresdner Bank (total limited partnership commitments of approximately €1.1B).  

Mr. Keyvan is a co-author of “Reinsurance in the Context of Insurance Company M&A Transactions: A Practical Overview” and “Reinsurance in the Context of
Insurance Company M&A Transactions: Revisited” published in the Spring 2004 edition and the Fall 2007 edition of the Journal of Reinsurance, respectively, and a
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ANTHONY J. RIBAUDO  
Partner  

Chicago    
312.853.7830   
312.853.7036 Fax   
aribaudo@sidley.com 

 

PRACTICES 
• Insurance  
• Securities  
• Structured Finance and Securitization 

ADMISSIONS & CERTIFICATIONS 
• U.S. District Court, N.D. of Illinois - General, 1996  
• Illinois, 1996 

EDUCATION 
• The University of Chicago Law School 

(J.D., 1996)  
• Harvard University 

(A.B., 1993)  

ANTHONY J. RIBAUDO is a corporate partner in the Insurance and Financial Service Group where he heads the Capital Markets and Alternative Risk Transfer 
(Life) practices.  Mr. Ribaudo represents insurance companies and financial institutions in the structuring and offering of equity, debt and hybrid securities, 
structured securities, securitizations and structured finance solutions.  He also advises capital markets participants in connection with alternative risk transfer 
solutions targeted to the life insurance industry.  Mr. Ribaudo’s practice includes counseling issuers and investors in connection with capital formation 
transactions.  Finally, Mr. Ribaudo advises insurance companies in connection with mergers and acquisitions.  

Mr. Ribaudo is the co-author of "A New Age: Life Insurance Securitization" published in Euromoney’s International Investment & Securities Review 2008.  He has 
served as an editor of the Sidley Insurance Report and has written the following articles for the publication: "Mutual Holding Company Debt Offerings – Raising 
Long-Term Capital For Business Expansion" (Spring Issue/ 2004); "Keeping Insurance Clean: The Proposed Anti-Money Laundering Regulations" (Fourth Quarter 
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